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Structural defect detection based on finite element model (FEM) updating is an optimization problem by minimizing the
discrepancy of responses between model and measurement. Researchers have introduced many methods to perform the FEM
updating for defect detection of the structures. A popular approach is to adopt the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm.
In this process, the fitness function is a critical factor in the success of the PSO-FEM approach. Our objective is to compare the
performances of four fitness functions based on natural frequencies using the standard PSO-FEM approach for defect detection.
In this paper, the definition of the standard PSO algorithm is first presented. After constructing the finite element benchmark
model of the beam structure, four commonly used fitness functions based on natural frequencies are outlined. +eir performance
in defect detection of beam structures will be evaluated using the standard PSO-FEM approach. Finally, in the numerical
simulations, the population diversity, success rate, mean iterations, and CPU time of the four fitness functions for the algorithm
are calculated.+e simulation results comprehensively evaluate their performances for single defect and multidefect scenario, and
the effectiveness and superiority of the fitness function S4 will be demonstrated.

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, many methods have been developed
in the field of defect detection. +ere are two existing
nondestructive methods for defect detection: the local defect
detection method and the global defect detection method
[1]. +e local defect detection method requires specific prior
knowledge of the defect distribution and is based on the
assessment of readily accessible areas. However, in the defect
detection of engineering structures, the general situation of
structural defect is usually unknown before defect detection.
+erefore, many global defect detection methods for com-
plex high-dimensional structures are provided using the
vibration-based information of the structure. +e principal
point of defect detection based on dynamic structural
changes is that the model parameters of a structure are a
function of the physical parameters [2]. +erefore, the
presence of defects will cause the model parameters of the

structure to change; these changes of undamaged and
damaged structures can be utilized to diagnose the location
and severity of the defect. Generally, the finite element
model (FEM) updating method is employed to address such
problems [3–5]. In this process, the fitness function is
designed to minimize the discrepancy of the responses
between model and measurement, which is a key factor in
detecting the location and severity of defects. Natural fre-
quencies, mode shape, and modal curvature structural
flexibility [6] of the structure have been used as indicators to
form the fitness function. +e objective is to search for a
specific response parameter for which its predicted dynamic
responses are consistent with the measurement ones.
+erefore, structural defect detection is an inverse optimi-
zation problem.

+ere are significant limitations when using the tradi-
tional optimization methods (such as the Newton method
[7] and conjugate gradient method [8]) to solve this
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problem, because their ability to process uncertain infor-
mation is weak, and these methods usually require the fitness
function to be convex and continuously differentiable. In
contrast, metaheuristic optimization algorithms do not have
these requirements for the fitness function. Moreover, they
have strong adaptability to the uncertainty of the data in the
calculation. For example, the most used optimization al-
gorithms like the genetic algorithm [9, 10], the particle
swarm optimization algorithm [11–13], the ant colony al-
gorithm [14, 15], and other latest optimization algorithms
such as the monarch butterfly optimization [16], earthworm
optimization algorithm [17], slime mould algorithm [18],
and elephant herding optimization (EHO) [19]. Among
them, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is the most
popular one for defect identification [20]. +is algorithm is
getting increasing people’s attention because compared with
other algorithms, it is simple in concept and easy to im-
plement and requires fewer parameters to adjust and fast
convergence speed. When using the PSO algorithm for
defect identification, the fitness function is always a critical
factor for defect localization and quantification. A well-
behaved fitness function can minimize the discrepancy
between the measured and model-predicted data effectively.
Although many indicators have been used for defect
identification [21, 22], there are many difficulties and lim-
itations in extracting other responses, especially with limited
sensors. +us, many researchers appeal to take the pure
natural frequency response as the input indicator to form
various fitness functions since it can be measured accurately
and inexpensively. However, almost no one is devoted to
studying the influences of different fitness functions on the
performance of the algorithm, and even there are no uni-
form evaluation criteria to conduct the performance eval-
uation of the algorithm for defect detection. +erefore, this
paper provides comprehensive evaluation indexes to analyze
the performances of various fitness functions composed of
natural frequencies using the standard PSO algorithm.

+is paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the standard PSO algorithm for defect detection of the beam
structures. In Section 3, the finite element benchmark model
of the beam structure is constructed, and the element
stiffness reduction factor is applied to indicate the location
and severity of the defect. Moreover, four commonly used
fitness functions based on natural frequencies are outlined.
In Section 4, three defect scenarios are simulated by using
the standard PSO-FEM approach. +e population diversity,
success rate, mean iterations, and CPU time are provided to
comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness and reliability of
each fitness function for single defect and multidefect de-
tection and localization scenarios. Finally, Section 5 con-
cludes this paper and depicts some future works.

2. Standard Particle Swarm Optimization

+e particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) is a pop-
ulation-based optimization algorithm [20]. A fully connected
topology is used in the algorithm. In an iterative way, the

algorithm tries to improve the initial candidate solution con-
cerning a givenmeasure of quality. A candidate solution equals a
so-called particle. In aD-dimensional real-valued research space,
there is a group of randomly generated particles. +e position
and velocity of the particles are expressed as Xi � (xi1,

xi2, . . . , xi D)T, Vi � (vi1, vi2, . . . , vi D)T, respectively. i � 1, 2,

. . . , N represents the number of particles and j � 1, 2, . . . , D

represents the dimension. +e particle can record the best lo-
cation that it has experienced, that is, the personal best position
Pi � (pi1, pi2, . . . , pi D)T and the best position that all particles
have experienced, namely, the global best position
Pg � (pg1, pg2, . . . , pg D)T. In the tth iteration, the velocity and
position of the jth dimension of the ith particle are updated as
follows:

v
t+1
ij � ωt

v
t
ij + c1r1 p

t
ij − x

t
ij  + c2r2 p

t
gj − x

t
ij , (1)

x
t+1
ij � x

t
ij + v

t+1
ij , (2)

where ω is the inertia weight, c1, c2 are the acceleration
coefficients, and r1, r2 are random numbers uniformly
distributed between [0, 1].

In this paper, the PSO parameters are set as reported in
the literature [23]. During the search process, c1 � c2 � 2 is
fixed. In our case, the position of the particle cannot exceed
the limit as xij ∈ [0, 1]. +e velocity of each dimension
cannot exceed the maximum velocity vmax and set its value
equal to the boundary value of the search space vmax � 1.+e
inertia weight ω can be seen in

ωt
� ωmax −

ωmax − ωmin

tmax
t, (3)

where tmax is the maximum number of iterations, t is the
current iteration, ωmax � 0.9, and ωmin � 0.4. Equations (1)
and (2) are called the standard PSO algorithm, and the basic
flowchart of the standard PSO algorithm is in Figure 1.

3. PSO-FEM Formulation and Fitness
Function Definition

A steel cantilever beam with a length of 1m is selected for
numerical simulations. +e material parameters of the 2D
Euler–Bernoulli finite element beam model of the structure
are [24] Young modulus E � 2.0 × 1011 Pa and density
ρ � 7850 kg · m− 3. +e cross section of the beam is defined
by the width w � 2.49 × 10− 2 m and the depth dp � 5.3×

10− 3 m. Consider that the computational cost will be seri-
ously expanded with the increase of the number of finite
elements and our objective focuses on the performance of
different fitness functions. +e finite element model selects a
fixed thirty equal 2D Euler–Bernoulli cantilever beam ele-
ments, as illustrated in Figure 2.

For an undamped structure, assuming that the elastic
theory is still satisfied after tiny damage, the structural
dynamic eigenvalue equation before and after the defect is
given by
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K − ω2
hsM Φs � 0, (s � 1, 2, . . . , m), (4)

Kd
− ω2

dsM Φd
s � 0, (s � 1, 2, . . . , m), (5)

where K,M, ω2
hs, and Φs of the intact structure represent the

global stiffness matrix, the global mass matrix, the sth natural
frequencies, and the sth mode shape, respectively. It is as-
sumed that the change in mass before and after the defect is
negligible, Kd, ω2

ds, and Φ
d
s still represent the global stiffness

matrix, the sthnatural frequencies, and the sth mode shape,
but for the defective structure. In this 2D FEM of the
cantilever beam, ω2

hs and ω2
ds can be obtained, respectively,

from solving the eigenvalue problems (4) and (5) by using
MATLAB eig function. +en, the expression fs � (ωs/

2π) (Hz) is used to calculate the natural frequencies before
and after the defect.

Assuming that the element stiffness of the structure
decreases evenly after the defects, the Young modulus re-
duction factor expressed in the following equation is used to
simulate the defect degree of the structure [25]:

αj �
E − Ej

E
, (6)

where E and Ej are the Young modulus of the jth (j �

1, 2, . . . , 30) element before and after defect. In this con-
dition, the global stiffness matrix K after the defect will be
changed as

Kd
� 

30

j�1
1 − αj kj, (7)

where kj denotes the stiffness matrix of the jth element, αj is
the defect severity of the jth element, and α � (α1, α2,
. . . , α30) represents the defect vector of the structure. +e
value of αj is between 0 and 1, when αj � 0 means the jth

element of the structure is intact, and αj � 1 means the jth

element of the structure has been completely damaged.
+en, after choosing the suitable dynamic responses (like
natural frequencies, modal shape, etc.) as indicators, the
fitness function can be constructed exactly.

+e numerical equation (6) forms the basis of defect
simulation through an inverse procedure. In this study, the
numerical responses of the damage vector α calculated by the
FEM are used as the measurement responses. Our objective
is to search for a specific damage vector Xi for which its
predicted dynamic responses are consistent with the mea-
surement ones. +erefore, the FEM-based defect detection is
an inverse optimization problem, which can be solved by
minimizing a fitness function S(Xi), expressed as follows:

argmin S Xi( , whereXi � xi1, xi2, . . . , xi30( ,

subject toxij ∈ [0, 1], (j � 1, 2, . . . , 30).
(8)

Consider that the natural frequencies are relatively easy
to obtain and the test accuracy is high, many researchers use
it as an input indicator of structural defect detection, and
various algebraic expressions related to it are applied to form
the fitness function. However, a few researchers are devoted
to studying the effect of different forms of the fitness
function composed of natural frequencies on the algorithm
performance.

In this paper, four commonly used fitness functions
based on natural frequencies will be evaluated and they are
introduced as follows, respectively [11, 26, 27] and [28]:

Initialize X and V of the population

Evaluate the fitness of each particle
and store Pbest and Gbest

Update X and V of each particle

Evaluate the fitness of each particle and update
the Pbest and Gbest

Check stop
criteria

Output the optimal solution

Figure 1: Flowchart of the standard PSO algorithm.

j = 1 30…32 …

w

dp

1m

Figure 2: +e cantilever beam is discretized in 30 Euler–Bernoulli
elements.
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where m is the order of the natural frequencies used. +ere
are many options for its value in the relevant literature since
the natural frequencies of the structure are easy to measure
with high accuracy. However, to avoid different mvalues
from interfering with the performance evaluation of the four
fitness functions, it is uniformly set to 9 here.+e intact Fh �

(f1, f2, . . . , f9)
T frequency vector and the defective Fd �

(fd
1 , fd

2 , . . . , fd
9)T frequency vector of the structure are

calculated by the finite element method (FEM) as the
measured natural frequencies, and fd

s is the sth(s � 1, 2,

. . . , 9) component of the defective frequency vector Fd.
F(Xi) � (f

p
1i, f

p
2i, . . . , f

p
9i)

T is the frequency vector pre-
dicted by the standard PSO-FEM approach using the lo-
cation vector of the particle Xi (i � 1, 2, . . . , 30) in the
standard PSO algorithm (see in Figure 3), and f

p
si is the sth

component of the predicted frequency vector F(Xi). In
addition, for the fourth fitness function S4, ΔF � (Fh−

Fd/Fh) is the change of the frequency vector of the defective
structure relative to the frequency vector of healthy struc-
ture. ΔF(Xi) is defined as ΔF(Xi) � (Fh − F(Xi)/Fh) is the
change of the frequency vector of the standard PSO-FEM
model with regard to the frequency vector of healthy
structure.

+e fitness functions S1, S2, S3, and S4 are constructed
based on the rate of change of frequency. +e minimum
value for S1, S2, and S3 is then 0 when the solution is found.
However, for the fitness functionS4, when its value equals -1,
the optimal solution is found, which is distinct from the
fitness functions S1, S2, and S3. When the frequency vector
F(Xi) � Fd, it means the frequency vector predicted by the
standard PSO-FEM approach becomes the same as the
defective frequency vector Fd; at this time, the fitness
functions S1, S2, S3, and S4 are all being minimized, and the
optimal solution is obtained.

4. Numerical Simulations and Discussion

+e numerical simulations for defect detection in a canti-
lever beam have been performed with four different fitness
functions based on natural frequencies, as described in the
previous section.+ree small scenarios are set as defect cases
with different defect locations and defect elements severity,
as shown in Table 1: single defect, neighbor defects, and
multiple defects.

Moreover, the first nine natural frequencies for the
healthy beam and three defect cases in Table 2 are adopted to
calculate the fitness function.

+e maximum number of iterations is set to 200 since
this is enough to ensure the convergence of the standard
PSO algorithm for the defect cases in Table 1. Considering
that the algorithm may fall into the local optimum, we
conduct 100 trials for each defect case so that a relatively
stable performance of the algorithm can be obtained. When
the optimal solution is obtained for one fitness function
from one trial (i.e., ∃Xi, s.t. S1 � 0, S2 � 0, S3 � 0, or
S4 � −1), the calculation is terminated to save computational
time. For cases A, B, and C, the population size is set to 50,
75, and 100, respectively [11].

When solving the optimization problem, it is necessary
to control the population diversity of the algorithm so that it
can searchmore widely in the solution space.+e population
standard deviation (psd) used in [29] can be adopted to
measure the population diversity of the algorithm affected by
the fitness function:

psd �

�������������������


N
i�1 

D
j�1 xij − xj 

2
 

(N − 1)




,
(10)

where N, D, and x are the population size, the number of
dimensions, and the mean position of the particles, re-
spectively. +e change of the psd value can represent dif-
ferent levels of population diversity. When the psd value is
small, the swarm has been concentrated in a particular area
with low diversity. A larger psdvalue represents higher
population diversity. However, the performance of the al-
gorithm cannot be determined solely by the psd value but
must be combined with the specific state of the particle.

+e results of the psdcomparisons of four fitness
functions for the three defect cases are plotted in Figure 4. It
can be seen that, as the number of iterations increases, the
population diversity of the four fitness functions decreases.
In the early stage, the fitness functions S1, S2, and S3 perform
the same level of population diversity, while the fitness
function S4 has the highest population diversity. However, in
the latter stage, the population of the fitness function S3
always remains the highest diversity, and the population
diversities of the fitness functions S1 and S2 show com-
petitiveness. In contrast, the fitness function S4 significantly
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has the lowest diversity. +e high diversity in the early stage
means that the population can explore a broader region to
find a better potential optimal area, while a rapidly de-
creasing diversity in the latter stage means that the pop-
ulation can converge fast to the optimal solution. +erefore,
we can conclude that the fitness functions S1 and S2 are
competitive in population diversity performance, and the
population due to the fitness function S4 shows the best
diversity performance. Conversely, the population due to the
fitness function S3 displays the worst diversity performance.

Other performances of the algorithm due to the different
fitness functions were also considered, and the relevant
results are recorded in Table 3. Here, the success rate is the
most important one as it indicates the ability of the

algorithm to find the optimal solution. Its value equals the
ratio of the number of successful trials among 100 total ones.
When S1 � 0, S2 � 0, S3 � 0, and S4 � −1, the optimal so-
lution of the fitness function is obtained, and the defect of
the cantilever beam is successfully detected.+e variations of
the four fitness functions of the three defect cases for 100
trials can be seen clearly in Figure 5. +e measure of mean
iterations is the average number of iterations needed to reach
the optimal solution. For the four fitness functions, 100 trials
are launched sequentially, and the CPU time is the time
needed to complete 100 trials for each fitness function,
which will be recorded in seconds directly during the ex-
periment. +e simulation environment is CPU: Inter(R)
Core(TM)i5-7600 CPU @ 3.50GHz. RAM: 16.0GB.

Damage severity and location
indicated by PSO

Updating the position and velocity of
each particle in PSO

Calculation of frequencies for
each iteration in PSO

FEM of a beam using elements:
{X1, X2, ... XN} 

Evaluate the fitness function by comparing
calculated and measured frequencies

Output the optimal solution according to the
minimum value of the fitness function

within selected iteration

PSO

FEM

Fitness
function

Results

Input the numerical frequencies
calculated by FEM

as measured frequencies

Figure 3: +e methodology for defect detection using the standard PSO-FEM approach.

Table 1: Defect cases of the cantilever beam.

Cases Types Elements Severity
A Single defect 5 10%
B Neighbor defects 5, 6 10%, 10%
C Multiple defects 5, 6, 25 10%, 20%, 10%

Table 2: First nine natural frequencies of the cantilever beam (Hz).

Mode 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

Fh 4.3215 27.0825 75.8320 148.6018 245.6547 366.9808 512.5964 682.5270 876.8127

Fd

Case A 4.3015 27.0652 75.8226 148.3884 244.9609 365.8909 511.6364 682.1218 876.5873
Case B 4.2839 27.0609 75.7680 148.0051 244.2443 365.3559 511.5336 681.6345 874.4623
Case C 4.2622 27.0418 75.5330 146.9672 242.4664 364.0223 511.2618 680.6097 869.8996
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Figure 4: Mean psd during the run time of four fitness functions for three defective cases. (a) Case (A). (b) Case (B). (c) Case C.

Table 3: Evaluation of the performances of four fitness functions for three defect cases.

Damage case Fitness function
S1 S2 S3 S4

Case A
Success rate 0.5 0.49 0.03 0.97

Mean iterations 37.4800 37.1224 39 46.1443
CPU time 234.5140 232.2411 366.1968 101.1231

Case B
Success rate 0.23 0.4 0 0.96

Mean iterations 92.6522 90.5250 NaN 89.8125
CPU time 494.0094 429.0095 548.8929 270.3995

Case C
Success rate 0.09 0.08 0 0.28

Mean iterations 139.7778 126.1250 NaN 120.0000
CPU time 730.5601 743.1865 766.6580 718.9975
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Combining the results for the three defect cases in
Figure 5 and Table 3, it is visible that the fitness function S4
outperforms the fitness functions S1, S2, and S3 on the
success rate, which is the most important indicator for
performance evaluation. Correspondingly, it also takes the
shortest CPU time due to the highest success rate. +e
optimal values of the fitness functions S1, S2, and S3 are all 0;
comparing the fitness values in Figure 5, it can be obtained
that the magnitude of the fitness function S3 is lower than S1
and S2. However, the success rate of S3 in Table 3 for defect
case B and case C is 0, which means the algorithm with S3
can easily fall into the local optimum and lose its ability to
reach the optimal solution. Even for the single defect case A,
it also shows the lowest success rate. From the results in
Table 3, we can also get that the mean iterations of the fitness
function S4 are less than the fitness functions S1, S2, and S3,
except for the single defect case. +e fitness functions S1 and
S2 are competitive regarding the success rate and the mean
iterations.+e CPU time for the fitness function S1 is slightly
better than for the fitness function S2. In summary, we can
conclude that the algorithm using the fitness function S4
performs the best performance. +e algorithm shows the
worst performance with the fitness function S3. +e algo-
rithm performances of the fitness functions S1 and S2 are
better than S3 but worse than S4.

5. Conclusions

In this work, the performances of four commonly used
fitness functions based on natural frequencies in defect
detection are evaluated using the standard PSO-FEM ap-
proach. +ree damage scenarios with different defect loca-
tions and defect element severity are simulated. Four
evaluation indexes (population diversity, success rate, mean
iterations, and CPU time) are provided for each defect
scenario to comprehensively compare the performances of
four fitness functions in defect identification. From the
simulation results, it can be concluded that the fitness
function S3 performs the worst performance. +e fitness
functions S1 and S2 generally show the same level of per-
formance. +e effectiveness and superiority of the best fit-
ness function S4 have been significantly illustrated.

In future work, the fitness function S4 can be prefer-
entially selected to solve the defect detection of the struc-
tures. Besides, the evaluation indexes provided in the paper
can be applied to various research fields to analyze the
performance of the algorithm comprehensively.

Data Availability

Data will be available upon request to the authors.
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Figure 5: Variation of the fitness functions S1, S2, S3, and S4. (a) Case (A). (b) Case (B). (c) Case C.
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